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Abstract
Research shows that reading comprehension is enhanced if the reader constructs
meaning by making connections to the text. Connections may be made between readers
and their background knowledge and/or between readers and other texts they have read.
The purpose of this action research project was to determine if teaching students how to
make these two kinds of connections would enhance their comprehension. To this end, a
metacognitive strategy called Making Connections was implemented and taught to the
students during their normal reading lessons. Data were collected through interviews
with the students about this strategy, observation charts that recorded their connections,
student feedback on lessons and activities that involved this strategy, weekly
comprehension test scores, and a research journal log. At the conclusion of the study,
data were analyzed to see what kinds of connections students made, how they felt about
the strategy, and whether it improved their reading comprehension. A major finding of
this study was that the students had a greater understanding of the stories they read and
discussed in class.
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Introduction
I have been teaching at River Tree Academy (RTA) in Neward, NJ for six years.1
This institution is known for its prestigious achievements in academics and preparation
for a successful future. River Tree Academy is a charter school that was founded by
Neward’s North West Center in 1997. It services 500 students in grades Kindergarten to
8th who attend school for eleven months each year. The school year begins the first week
of August and is in session until the last week in June. The students of RTA are enrolled
through a lottery system. River Tree Academy offers its children an opportunity to learn
and grow in a safe and stimulating academic environment. Faculty and staff take great
pride in their mission to fulfill their commitment to high academic achievement and
developing well-rounded students.
My first grade class this year is filled with children who have many strong
personalities and positive work habits. RTA is a second home to most of my students
because it nurtures their abilities not only in academics, but in their character
development and social relationships with others as well. I have 9 boys and 16 girls in
my classroom this year, the majority of whom are African-American. My students are
very sociable and active participants in their learning experiences. There are often times
when it is clear to me that class discussions will go on the entire day if I don’t limit them.
I hate to see the pouts on their faces when I don’t give them the opportunity to share their
life stories. They enjoy sharing their experiences with one another, whether or not they
are relevant to the lesson or activity that I am doing at the time. They express themselves
openly about issues discussed in class because we have developed a comfortable learning
environment in the classroom. My co-teacher, Ms. Westwood, and I always encourage
1All names of locations and students have been changed.
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them to bring their experiences from home into the school setting; we believe this will
foster more meaningful learning experiences. Overall, my students demonstrate a great
desire and enthusiasm for learning.
At River Tree Academy, there has been an ongoing issue about poor performance
on school and state tests specifically in reading comprehension. In an effort to make
students better readers, the administration has continuously focused on strengthening
students’ comprehension strategies and skills. Collectively, teachers agreed that while
many students are able to read aloud with some fluency, they do not always comprehend
what they read. Thus, with the administration’s support and supervision, we have
attended various workshops concentrating on developing better comprehension strategies
in our reading lessons. We all concluded that in order for our students to become better
readers, it is important for them to apply comprehension and self-monitoring strategies
while reading.
This was not news to me because I am aware that within my own classroom my
beginning readers do not always understand the content they read. They are able to listen
to and read stories, but do not grasp the true meaning or importance behind them. During
reading lessons, I encourage my students to use comprehension strategies such as asking
questions, monitoring and clarifying, predicting, and summarizing. Through the years as
a teacher, I have always taught and modeled these strategies and encouraged the students
to take what they’ve learned from them and apply them as they read stories. The students
are able to identify the comprehension strategies when I guide them. They can also tell
what each entails, but I want to help to improve their application of them. They
understand that good readers use these strategies whenever and wherever they read, at
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home or at school. Although my students apply these strategies frequently during oral
reading and discussion, their lack of understanding of content is still demonstrated in
their weekly reading comprehension test stores.
I am intrigued with the connections students make to the characters and events in the
stories they read, as well as the connections they make across and within the various
stories we’ve read. To this end, I adapted ideas from the literature on comprehension as
well as the teacher’s edition of our basal reader to create a comprehension strategy that I
entitled, Making Connections, that is designed to help students to connect their
background knowledge and experience to the content of the story in order to better
comprehend it. I wanted to research how students utilized this comprehension strategy,
and if it improved how they related their own experiences to written text in order to
achieve understanding. Therefore, my research question is: Does teaching students a
metacognitive strategy, Making Connections, help improve comprehension? How do
students use their background knowledge and personal experiences to construct
meaning in the stories they read?
These questions are important to me because I want to discover new ways to teach
my students to use effective comprehension strategies during reading so they can achieve
understanding. I see them struggling with reading and I want to help my students become
better at what they do. These questions will also help me to improve my practice as an
educator. I always dedicate my planning, my methodologies, my expectations, and my
accomplishments to ensuring that my students receive the best education possible. I’ve
always been open to new methods and strategies that would help improve the well-being
of my students. Just as they learn, I learn along with them. I am constantly discovering
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new ways of executing lessons and activities that would benefit my students’
understanding of the skills they learn. I want their learning experiences to be meaningful,
and I want to learn about the best practices and activities that will address their needs.
Literature Review
The following literature review highlights the research that supports the teaching
of metacognitive strategies that improve comprehension.
What is Metacognition?
It is important for readers to think about what they are reading and their own
learning experiences in order to comprehend a story. According to John Flavell (1976),
metacognition refers to one’s knowledge concerning one’s own thought process. When
students are aware of how they should monitor their own learning experiences and to
think about the actual process of reading, they are practicing metacognition. It allows
students to become active learners and be in control of their own comprehension. It also
involves teaching readers to become aware of what they understand, what they don’t
understand, and to use appropriate strategies to improve their understanding of the text
(Taylor et al., 1992).
According to Hacker and Tenent (2002), it is also important to foster students’
cognitive processes during reading in order to increase comprehension. Engaging
students in comprehension monitoring is an aspect of metacognition that is especially
important for reading (Miller, 1985). It is important for students to identify strategies
they are using and understand how, when, and why they are using them. Students need to
be engaged in self-verbalization strategies such as “think aloud” to encourage more active
participation during reading (Miller, 1985). This strategy also requires a reader to stop
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periodically, reflect on how a text is being understood, and relate orally what reading
strategies are being employed (Baumann et al, 1993). According to Kucan & Beck
(1997), thinking aloud is an effective strategy to use in order to comprehend text and it
allows students to construct meaning from what they read.
Metacognitive Strategies and Reading Comprehension
Reading comprehension development is crucial in the elementary grades so
students can construct meaning of what they read. Reading comprehension entails more
than just assigning a passage to read and having students answer questions that follow. It
requires students to independently employ comprehension strategies that help make
meaning of what they read. Some argue that there has been an overemphasis on literal
comprehension, rather than explicit instruction on comprehension strategies and
metacognitive skills (Stevens, Slavin, & Famish, 1991). When a reader applies
metacognitive skills, they control their own thought processes and carefully monitor their
own understanding of the text (Jacobowitz, 1990). Metacognitive skills also allow
students to ask themselves about what they already know about the topic prior to reading.
Studies have shown that in order for students to gain greater meaning from their reading
and improve reading comprehension, they should utilize self-regulated and monitoring
strategies as they read (Hacker, & Tenent, 2002). The main focus of researchers in this
field has been to discover how these strategies contribute to reading comprehension and
to determine which were helpful and effective. Various studies have been performed
concerning the development and teaching of strategic reading comprehension strategies.
One study conducted by Houtveen & van de Grift (2007) supported the idea that
comprehension strategy instmction helps students make meaning of what they read. The
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participants of this study were 569 10-year-old students who were divided into
experimental and control groups. They were tested for metacognitive abilities in reading
comprehension before and after implementation of treatment (Houtveen & van de Grift,
2007). There were significant learning gains made by the students who received
instruction and their test scores were considerably greater than those students who did not
receive instruction (Houtveen & van de Grift, 2007). The results stated that the teaching
of comprehension strategies increases reading comprehension and encourages active
reading (Houtveen & van de Grift, 2007). As indicated by the literature, it is important
for teachers to model comprehension strategies and provide students with opportunities to
use them to improve learning and performance in reading comprehension.
Making Connections as One Aspect o f Metacognition
When a student makes a connection, they are activating their prior knowledge and
experience and relating it to the text (Anderson & Pearson, 1984). Comprehension
depends upon the integration of new knowledge with prior knowledge (Harris & Hodges,
1995). When a reader connects their past experiences with new information encountered
in the text, they are making a connection.
To be able to read and make meaning of the text, the students should be
encouraged to think of their own experiences and how their lives are similar or different
to the characters in the text (National Reading Panel, 2000). They should be able to
recall and share their knowledge of the world so they can achieve understanding.
According to Johnston (1984), reading comprehension is affected by a student’s
comprehension ability and prior knowledge. The results of his study indicate that prior
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knowledge influences what is understood from text and the cognitive processes which are
involved in reading comprehension.
Afflerbach (1990) examined the influence of prior knowledge on reading
comprehension and main idea construction. His study found that prior knowledge aided
in comprehension monitoring strategies. The participants were directed to think about
the processes used while reading passages, mainly activating prior knowledge. This
allowed them to help interpret and comprehend information in the text.
An experimental study by Johnson (1982) investigated the effects of building
background knowledge on reading comprehension. It revealed that a reader’s past
experience influences the comprehension and retention of information in a passage.
When background information was activated and there was familiarity with the topic, the
participants were able to recall more details about the story. These studies suggest that
discussing prior knowledge and past experiences and relating them to the text affects a
reader’s ability to comprehend.
Developing Metacognitive Comprehension Strategies
In order to improve reading comprehension, it is crucial to instruct students on
how to apply comprehension strategies and skills as they read (Hacker & Tenent, 2002).
Pressley et al (1989) states that students often fail to comprehend or remember all that is
presented in a story. Dymock (2007) indicates not enough comprehension strategy
instruction is occurring in the classroom. According to Parker & Hurry (2007), students
should be given the opportunity to practice comprehension strategies with guidance by
the teacher, using many texts, until they have a good understanding of the strategy and
how to apply it. Having a clear goal in mind, evaluating the text, making and confirming
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predictions, generating questions, integrating prior knowledge and personal experiences,
and monitoring their understanding are a few strategies employed during reading that
have made a significant difference in comprehension (Duke & Pearson, 2002).
Reading instruction needs to be interactive, and comprehension-fostering
activities should be modeled for our students (Palinscar & Brown, 1982). Baumann,
Jones, & Seifert-Kessell (1993) assert that students must develop the ability to monitor
their reading comprehension and employ strategies to guide or facilitate understanding.
They performed a study in which one group of students was provided explicit instruction
in strategy usage and another group did not receive instruction. The students who
received strategy instruction demonstrated various comprehension monitoring and fix-up
strategies such as self questioning, retelling, and making and confirming predictions
(Baumann et al, 1993). The students who did not receive strategy instruction
demonstrated literal comprehension such as accurate oral reading and word identification
strategies. The researchers discovered that children who are able to reflect on and
employ comprehension strategies are likely to better understand, be engaged, and retain
information contained in written texts (Baumann et al, 1993). This study showed a
positive impact on students’ comprehension.
Modeling and Implementing A Variety o f Comprehension Strategies
It is important for educators to provide students with explicit instruction on how
to identify and utilize comprehension strategies through the use of modeling. Modeling
is an effective teaching method and will allow the students to become more independent
in adopting and using strategies on their own, as well as to monitor their own
comprehension (Johnston, 1985). Teacher modeling and direct instruction in
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identification and use of specific strategies can help improve comprehension. In their
study, Parker & Hurry (2007) discovered that neither modeling alone, nor comprehension
activities alone were found to be effective. Therefore, in order for comprehension to
increase, a combination of both aspects must be implemented.
Duke & Pearson (2002) indicate that good readers are active readers and engaged
in productive comprehension strategy use. It is important to them that students acquire a
variety of strategies they need to improve their overall comprehension of text. Their
research shows the use of even one technique alone has been shown to improve students’
comprehension. However, a combination or variety of comprehension strategies can help
students develop strong comprehension of many kinds of text (Duke & Pearson, 2002).
De Corte, Verschaffel, & Van De Ven (2001) discovered the importance of
learning and teaching a variety of metacognitive strategies that facilitate text
comprehension. These researchers aimed at developing, implementing, and evaluating
strategy use when reading a text (De Corte et al, 2001). Four text comprehension
strategies (activating prior knowledge, clarifying difficult words, making a schematic
representation of the text, and identifying main idea) and one metacognitive strategy
(monitoring reading process) were taught through a variety of instructional techniques
(De Corte et al, 2001). There were 79 students in the experimental group and 149
students in the control group, and a pre-test/post-test retention design was used. The
results show that the experimental group outperformed the control group in terms of
adopting strategies and application during reading (De Corte et al, 2001). The
experimental group also scored higher than the control group on the Reading Strategy
Test. The results indicate that it is possible to facilitate students’ use and application of
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reading comprehension strategies in the classroom (De Corte et al, 2001). Therefore, this
study reveals that it is important to teach a variety of strategies to students in the early
grades to further develop comprehension in the middle and upper grades.
Improving Reading Comprehension
The main focus of my research study was to provide students with the opportunity
to learn and apply a specific comprehension strategy to the stories they read. I modeled
and employed a metacognitive comprehension strategy, Making Connections, with my
students. This strategy allowed them to connect their life experiences to written text. I
also encouraged my students to share how their personal lives related to the characters or
events in the story. In reviewing the literature, I found that a recurring theme is that if we
give students the opportunity to use effective metacognitive comprehension strategies,
they are in control of their understanding and their reading abilities can improve.
In conclusion, it is important to encourage students to use metacognitive strategies
independently and allow them ample opportunities for monitoring, sharing, and
discussing their thoughts during reading (Baumann et al, 1993). Researchers and
practitioners are in agreement that a combination of both strategic and metacognitive
processing of text is critical to reading comprehension (Duke & Pearson, 2002). Dole et
al (1991) indicates that in order for reading comprehension to improve, reading strategies
and instruction should be adaptable and intentional, involve careful modeling, and should
be highly interactive and reciprocal. If these comprehension strategies are implemented
is such a way, it can help students increase their own understanding of text and promote
engaging, meaningful learning experiences in reading.
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Methodology
Research Question
Through my research, I realized the importance of students making connections to
their background knowledge and other texts. I was curious to discover how it would
affect my students’ reading comprehension. When students are able to make
connections, that is, relate the stories to their personal experiences, it makes the story
more meaningful to them. If they are able to make connections to the ideas they are
already familiar with in the story, they will become aware that they have shared a similar
experience and will want to continue reading. Therefore, my research question is: Does
teaching students a metacognitive strategy, Making Connections, help improve
comprehension? How do students use their background knowledge and personal
experiences to construct meaning in the stories they read?
Making Connections: A Metacognitive Reading Strategy
When I first introduced the comprehension strategy, Making Connections, I
explained to the students that good readers connect the stories they read to their own
lives. I explained to them that it is important to think about our past and present
experiences and to relate them to what we read in class. I also explained that this strategy
will allow them to create more meaning to the stories and help improve their
comprehension. I modeled how to use this strategy in our oral reading and discussions of
the stories. I encouraged the students to use the following sentence starters, which would
indicate a connection between themselves and the text or to other texts:
1. “I remember when... ”
2. “This happened to me once...”
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3. “One time I...”
4. “This sounds familiar to me because...”
I also encouraged them to stop and question themselves at different points during
our oral reading lessons. I explained that asking themselves the following questions
would signify a connection:
1. “Have I experienced this before ?”
2. “Does this remind me o f something that happened to me? ”
3. “Does this sound like another book I ’ve read? ”
I encouraged the students to volunteer during discussions and share their
experiences with the class. Once they became more familiar with the strategy and how to
use it, I hoped they would make meaningful connections before, during, and after reading
to help their understanding of the text.
Participants
The participants involved in this study were my twenty-five first grade students,
nine boys and sixteen girls. The students had a great range of ability levels in reading
and oral fluency. The majority of the students were either on or below grade-level in
reading and could orally read with some fluency and expression. However, there were a
few above average students who could read easily and fluently, using intonation and
expression. All were already exposed to lessons and activities that involved blending,
letter-sound correspondence, oral fluency, and comprehension.
Data Tools
In order to discover how my students made connections and if it had any effect on
reading comprehension, I had to choose data collection tools that would address my
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research question directly and reveal pertinent information. The tools I decided to use
were appropriate and helpful in the data collection process and in the analysis and
discovery of my findings. I chose various formats in order to obtain information that
would support what I would discover. For me, the tools had to be easy to record on,
clear, precise, and had to reflect the students’ actual responses.
Throughout my study, it was important for me to document my thoughts and
feelings pertaining to this topic. I steadily kept ajournai for six weeks that illustrated my
journey in discovering best practices in reading comprehension for my students. I wrote
entries in my journal after every lesson that involved making connections, or whenever a
situation arose that I wanted to record. If a student made a connection that was
remarkable or when they didn’t make a connection at all, this intrigued me. Therefore, I
wrote down what the student said, what he/she or I did to provoke this, what I thought it
meant, and its implications for my teaching. This journal helped me to reflect upon my
students and their responses, my concerns and struggles in the classroom, as well as
accomplishments with my research.
The book by Ruth S. Hubbard and Brenda M. Power, Living the Questions: A
Guide for Teacher Researchers (1999) helped tremendously in forming my observation
chart. I wanted to create a chart that would help me keep track of when students made
connections, how often they made connections, what they made connections about, and if
their connections were prompted or made independently (see Appendix A). I adapted the
chart from the book that I thought would be most beneficial in analyzing the responses
children made. I created codes for the observation chart that would address my research
question. I recorded the title of the story being read, when it was read, which students
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participated, and the connections they made during the reading. I recorded my
observations during reading lessons 3 times a week for 20 minutes each time, a total of
17 observations. This observation chart was the main source of findings and hopefully
would support what I discover.
I also wanted to record how my students made connections independently and if
they enjoyed the activity that involved this strategy. I created a student feedback chart
for the students to fill out independently (see Appendix B). I distributed and collected
this data tool once a week, at the end of activities that involved making connections. I
had a total of 7 student feedback charts. These charts allowed me to see how and if they
made connections on their own, without being prompted. Using this tool helped me
discover how often the students made connections and whether they preferred to make
connections by writing them down, sharing, or drawing a picture about them. From this,
I was able to get a better idea of how they applied this strategy to gain a better
understanding of the stories they read.
I constructed an interview protocol that allowed me to get a sense of what
students thought making connections meant, as well as their feelings on the topic (see
Appendix C). I thought that if I asked them questions that related to the comprehension
strategy, then I would get a better idea of their knowledge of this strategy. I was also able
to verify their responses with my observations and see if they correlated. In reviewing
the students’ responses, I was able to obtain information about how they made
connections, what kind of connections they liked to make, if they made connections at
home when they read, and if making connections helped them understand the stories they
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read. This interview was a great tool for me to discover their opinions about the
comprehension strategy they’d been applying.
Finally, throughout my study I administered reading comprehension tests at the
end of every week. These tests consisted of reading a grade-appropriate passage and
answering five multiple-choice questions and one open-ended question. I observed and
recorded their performances on these tests in order to determine whether or not applying
this comprehension strategy made an impact on their understanding.
Analysis
It was truly fascinating to observe the students and become more aware of their
thought processes in reading. My research journal entries were focused mainly around
reading lessons I conducted during the day. It included captured moments of my
thoughts and feelings about my students and concerns in the classroom. In one entry, I
expressed: “The students were able to relate to the events in the story as well. They all
thought of a time when they tried something new. Although it was hard for them at first,
they still kept practicing until they got it right. I was a little frustrated because a lot of the
students wanted to share their experience. However, I had to limit their responses to a
few because the discussion would have gone on forever. I felt bad they all couldn’t
share, but if I continued it would have taken forever! How do I allow all my students to
make connections? How can I allow them to express their connection if there are time
constraints?” That day I recorded how I struggled to give all my students a chance to
share their connections. My research was overwhelming at times. I felt even though I
was not able to address all my problems at the time, at least if I wrote them down, I could
later reflect and think about how to resolve them.
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During my data analysis, I reviewed these entries and reflected on what I wrote by
highlighting relevant information for my study. I reviewed my journal log at the end of
every week and highlighted key words such as: “personal connections,” “book
connections,” “characters,” “events,” “independent,” “prompted,” and “understand.” I
knew that if I noted these key words, this data tool would triangulate with the others. I
was amazed at how much information I was able to record in my journal about my
observations of the students. This was an effective way to offer a description of what
was going on at the time and to reflect on it. The journals helped me organize my
thoughts and document important responses made by my students and myself.
Reviewing and analyzing the observation chart during whole group discussions
helped me tremendously. For example, during a whole group reading discussion about
the non-fiction story, “Polar Bears,” I encouraged the students to make connections. If
they made any connections to the story, I wanted them to raise their hands and share their
experiences with the class. Many students made connections to the characters and
events. Some students revealed that they enjoyed playing in the snow like the polar bears
in the story. Others indicated that they saw a show about polar bears on Animal Planet.
One student in particular, Kennedy, connected the story to another story she’d
read before. She said, “The story is similar to a story I read about polar bears that I
borrowed at the library. It also said that polar bears live in dens with their cubs.” She
brought in a whole new element to the discussion. She identified that the stories were
similar in genre and that the book gave her interesting information about the animal.
Another student, Hassan, shared that his mother took him to the zoo, and he saw a
polar bear. He said, “I saw a polar bear at the zoo one time. He came out of the water
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and shook like a dog, like in the story.” Hassan was able to bring in his own personal
experience with visiting a zoo and relating what he saw in real life to what he read in the
story. This personal connection to the character revealed that he was thinking about how
the polar bear in the story was similar to the polar bear he saw in person.
I was happy that the students shared their experiences during whole group
discussion. I would think that in that kind of setting, they would be more reluctant to
share in front of their peers for fear of embarrassment. However, I was mistaken. Most
students were willing to share their connections out loud, also with intentions of
impressing other classmates and myself. They were proud of themselves when they
thought of a connection to share with the class.
I reviewed and tallied up all 17 of my observation charts and created one chart
that included the total number of book connections and personal connections that the
students made (see Appendix D). It also included the total number of connections that
were related to the character or to an event in the story. I also indicated the total number
of connections the students made independently and prompted by a teacher. The
following chart indicates these totals during whole group observations:
Table 1: Observation Chart Totals
T itle o f S to ry

G en re

Book
C o n n ectio n

P erson al
C o n n ection

R ela ted to
C h a ra cter

R ela ted to
E ve n t

In d e p en d en t

P r o m p te d

N o n -F ic tio n

3

25

5

23

5

23

N o n -F ic tio n

4

20

20

4

6

18

N o n -F ic tio n

0

18

1

17

2

16

F ictio n

0

10

2

8

2

8

F ictio n

1

10

1

10

0

11

N o n -F ic tio n

1

3

0

4

3

1

“ P o lar B e a rs”
“B la c k an d W h ite ”
“R e sp o n sib ility ”
“ A rth u r’s P et
B u sin e ss”
“ P ig sty ”

“T a lk in g A b o u t
O u r E n v iro n m e n t”
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“M a k e W ay for
D u c k lin g s”

F ictio n

0

8

0

8

1

7

“W h en I G e t U p in
th e M o rn in g ”

F ictio n

0

8

1

7

2

6

“E v ery b o d y
W o rk s”

F ictio n

0

21

2

19

5

16

F ictio n

0

24

8

16

9

15

F ictio n

0

27

17

10

15

12

F ictio n

1

6

0

7

6

1

N o n -F ic tio n

0

6

0

6

6

0

N o n -F ic tio n

0

30

0

30

22

8

6

18

0

24

13

11

F ictio n

0

23

0

23

16

7

F ictio n

1

17

7

11

9

9

9 F iction
8 N on F ictio n

17

274

64

227

122

169

“ W o rk S o n g ”

“Q u in ito ’s
N e ig h b o rh o o d ”
“ G in g er an d G em ”

“A B u sy D ay ”

“ W h en a S torm
C o m es U p ”
“H u rric a n e s”

N o n -F ic tio n
“T h e W a y to
C a p ta in Y a n k e e ’s”
“ M e o n th e M a p ”

TOTAL

In addition, I also counted my totals for each individual student and filled in a
separate chart for my data analysis in order to identify any patterns. I was able to visually
see in an organized way what I’ve come to realize now as my findings (see Appendix D).
I thought it would be interesting to find out what my students thought of the
reading activities that involved the comprehension skill of making connections. I
explained to the students that I valued their opinion and was interested in knowing if they
enjoyed the activities and if they’re worthwhile. I originally created a chart that would
indicate if they liked the story, if it was easy or hard, if they made a connection, and how
they made the connection. However, I realized that if the students made a connection
aloud, wrote it down, drew it, or did nothing, I would not have been able to document it.
Therefore, I modified the student feedback chart and indicated a place for the students to
write or draw a picture about their connection (see Appendix E).
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The student feedback enabled me to discover how they made connections
independently after the story was read and the activity was completed. I stressed to the
students that if they did not experience anything in the text, then to leave this area blank.
I didn’t want my data to be skewed because they were making up connections in order to
impress me or other classmates. I encouraged the students to complete the chart as
honestly as they can and if they didn’t make a connection, then just to indicate this. I
created a chart and tables that illustrate how the students made connections and if they
enjoyed the activity for each story read (see Appendix F). At the end of data collection, I
reviewed all of the students’ charts and counted up how many liked the activity, if it was
easy or hard for them, and if and how they made a connection. Reviewing the charts at
the end gave me a better understanding of how my students progressed throughout the
weeks of data collection. These tables and chart helped me in my evidence to support my
findings.
I also gathered personal and subjective data on my students and their thought
processes through the interview protocol. I sat down with the students individually
midway through my data collection and had them answer ten questions about what the
strategy is, if they like to make connections, why they make connections, how they prefer
to make connections, and what kind of connections they like to make. It was interesting
to read their responses and discover if their answers correlate to what I observed.
I asked the students to respond to the question, “Why do you make connections?”
One student, Tamia answered, “So you can understand the story.” I enjoyed this
response because this is the main reason why I am encouraging the students to use the
strategy. Making connections allow my students to become better readers. Good readers
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use this strategy to help them make sense of the text and get the most out of what they
read. This will also enable them to comprehend the stories they read and to make them
more meaningful.
Another student, Angelica answered, “I make connections to see if I read a story
like the story or to see if it happened to me once.” I always encourage the students to
share any thoughts or memories that come to mind as we read together. Sharing their
connections will help them become aware of the dynamic nature of reading and to show
them another way of being intentional, active learners. At the conclusion of my
interviews, I reviewed all of them and highlighted reoccurring responses and themes. I
looked for similar responses, similar categories, and grouped them accordingly. I
developed a chart to summarize my students’ responses and help create meaning from the
interviews I conducted (see Appendix G). Each number represents the number of
students who responded in the way indicated.
The scores on the reading comprehension tests were important in supporting my
findings. They revealed if the strategy implemented was successful in improving
comprehension. I reviewed the scores and calculated a class average for each test. The
students gradually improved and their class averages increased from week to week. The
progression of my students’ accomplishments is illustrated in a table (see Appendix H).
Findings
After analyzing my data I was uncertain how to begin to formulate my findings. I
noticed patterns and themes in each of my data tools. Some were apparent, yet some I
had to really dig for. However, I wasn’t convinced that they were strong enough or even
valid. But as I looked over all my data tools I discovered that my findings were
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supported and substantiated by my observations and research. It seemed to me that most
of what I revealed in my research made sense, and then it all just fell into place.
Making Personal Connections
I recognized throughout my data tools that the students were more likely to make
personal connections than book connections. During whole group instruction, students
made 274 personal connections, compared to 17 book connections. This reveals that the
students related their lives and experiences to the stories more than relating the story to
another story they’ve previously read. In observing the students, I noticed that they were
very active in their learning experiences with reading and made the text their own. They
were all mostly capable of sharing a snapshot of their life in order to make sense of what
they were reading rather than remembering a story they read that was similar (see
Appendix D).
The analysis of student feedback also supported this finding. When the students
made connections to the stories and indicated it in the feedback, they made 129 personal
connections, as opposed to 6 book connections. The students seemed to have found it
easier to think of their own experiences in ways that were similar to the story (see
Appendix F).
When I reviewed the responses the students made during the interview, this
finding was prominent as well. The students were asked to respond to what kind of
connection they like to make, personal or book. There were 20 students who preferred to
make personal connections and 5 who preferred to make book connections. This also
supports the finding that the students are more likely to find similarities to their own
personal lives, rather than to another book. The students liked to discover how they
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shared the same characteristics to a character in the story or to see if an event in the story
has happened to them before (see Appendix G).
I discovered that students enjoy finding and sharing the similarities they have with
the stories they read. It is natural for them to look for connections between the texts they
come across and their own lives, feelings, values, and experiences. The text they
encounter then becomes personally important and understandable to them. This type of
connection is also easier for them to make. I think in part, it had to do with their limited
exposure to various texts and reading experiences. I also think that it is more difficult for
them to make a connection to another story because it requires more high-level thinking
processes. Therefore, in order for the students to make this type of connection more
often and correctly, I would take more time to choose appropriate texts and explicitly
model and teach them how to find similarities and differences between them.
I’ve always known that the students enjoy hearing their own voices retell an
experience that happened to them in the past or recently. Even when we aren’t reading
books together as a class, the students love to interrupt me to tell me what they did over
the weekend, where they went, or what they bought when they went shopping. Although
I think it is just as important for them to draw upon experiences from other texts to help
them understand new ones, it is apparent that they preferred to make text-to-self
connections in my research. Whether they related themselves to a character or an event,
they were more likely to notice a personal connection within the story. I find my students
still continuing to make personal connections and taking pride when they do. One of my
students, Kiarah, expressed in her interview, “I make connections to tell about what I did,
and it makes me excited. The story reminds me of what I do. It’s fun when I remember
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things and I can learn how to read books.” Other students, like Kiarah indicated in their
interview that they enjoyed making connections. This was enlightening for me because
this suggested that they were trying to understand the story in their own way, but had fun
at the same time.
Relating to Story Events
Through my research, I also found across most data tools that the students relate
their experiences to events more than characters in a story. The students can easily think
of experiences that they’ve had relating to a similar event, whether they tried to fix a
plate they broke, helped their grandmother clean the dishes without asking, or practiced
basketball to get better at it. These examples in particular were responses the students
made while reading the story, “Responsibility.”
My observations indicated that during whole group instruction, 227 connections
were made to events in the story, and 64 were made to a character. The students made
connections to events because events were what they retained the most. They
remembered significant events in the story and even unimportant ones (see Appendix D).
Some students found it difficult to relate to magical or fictitious characters, such
as talking pigs or ducks in “Pigsty” and “Make Way for Ducklings.” One of my students,
Ibn, indicated to me one day, “This is a fiction story, Ms. N, because pigs can’t talk in
real life.” If they are unable to see similarities in themselves and the characters in the
story, they are less likely to make a connection to them. They paid more attention to
what the character was doing, and their actions were more significant than their
personality or characteristics. The students’ memory also seemed to be more accurate in
recalling events, rather than relating their personal lives to other characters in the story.
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The students were able to draw upon prior knowledge and experience to help
them understand what they were reading by relating to the events in the story. They
stopped at different points during the reading lessons to consider their own background
knowledge of events in their lives. They gained insight during reading by thinking about
how the information they were reading connected to other familiar events. From this, the
students were also able to understand the motivation behind the characters’ actions.
Therefore, to them, the story becomes more significant.
Making Connections Independently
At the beginning of my research, I introduced and modeled the metacognitive
comprehension strategy, Making Connections, consistently until they were able to apply
it on their own. I realized that the students needed to be prompted more at the beginning
of this implementation and toward the end, required less prompting. The observation
charts support this finding and it makes me proud of how quickly the students were able
to understand this strategy and utilize it on their own (see Appendix D). The chart
indicates that the students made 169 connections that were prompted, and 122
connections that were independent. There is a steady decrease in connections that were
prompted and an increase of connections that were independent. Not only were the
students making connections during reading, they were also making connections during
phonics skills practice and math. I recorded in my research journal log that during a
phonics skills lesson, the class and I were reviewing words with the /aw/ sound. We got
to the word paw and one student, Shayla, raised her hand. She said, “Ms. N, my big dog,
Brownie, has big paws.” Immediately after she made this statement, I asked her,
“Shayla, what did you just do?” She smiled and after a moment said, “I made a
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connection.” During a math lesson on measuring temperature with a thermometer, one
student, Zion, revealed, “I saw a thermometer like that in the Boys and Girls Club pool.
It told us how hot or cold the water was.” Once again, I made it a point for him to realize
that he made a connection. The students were able to use this strategy to make sense of
all content, including across the curriculum. It’s amazing to know that the students are
taking in what they’ve learned and applying it independently.
The students also take pride in sharing their ideas, experiences, and life stories
with their friends and family both at home and at school. They now know that this
reading strategy isn’t only applied at school, but continues on with them whenever and
wherever they pick up a book to read. They are also aware that connections can be made
regardless of the type of book, fiction or non-fiction, or the content of the book. In the
interview, many students indicated that making connections helped them understand the
story more and that it’s what good readers do. They think it’s important to make
connections to help them learn. One student, Yaseenah, revealed, “I think it’s important
to make connections because it helps you learn more about the story.” Another student,
Janel, expressed, “You can share what you have in your mind and it makes me think. I
like to make connections because it makes me feel good.” The students are conscious
that this strategy allows them to be better thinkers, and eventually better readers.
When making connections, the students share a little piece of their life so the text
makes more sense to them and to others as well. One student, Thelma, said in her
interview that when you make connections, “Your friends will get excited and want to do
it too.” Many of the students see it as a way to get to know each other more and as a
motivational tool. It’s a fun way for them to express their thoughts and their life
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experiences with one another. This research made me realize that not only does making
personal connections help the students understand the story for themselves, it can help
others understand the story from a different point of view.
Making Connections Impacts Reading Comprehension
By the end of the intervention, my students demonstrated a greater understanding
of the stories we read and discussed in class. They indicated in the interviews that
making connections helped them to understand the story better. It allowed them to think
of similarities and differences between them and the story. Most students revealed that
the story made more sense if they related their own experiences to it, and it seemed more
enjoyable to read. I also noticed a change in their attitudes about reading and applying
this strategy. The students are now more aware of their thought processes and more
focused on relating prior knowledge to the text they read.
There was also a positive change in reading comprehension test scores. The
students were tested weekly using grade-level passages and questions. The class
averages indicated an increase of 8.5 points from the first reading comprehension test
administered. The comprehension strategy allowed the children to make connections
between what they already know and what is in the text. It seems as if direct instruction
and practice of this strategy had a positive impact on the students’ comprehension
performance. Now, not only are they making more connections in stories they read, they
are also becoming more confident in their ability to comprehend stories, as well.
After implementing this skill and observing their responses, the students were
able to apply the strategy during reading and understand the stories in a different light.
They were taught to use this strategy and apply it when it is necessary. If the story allows
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them opportunities to relate their life experiences, the students can make this connection.
This reveals that it is important to apply this strategy in order to make reading more
valuable.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I would have to say that this has been an enlightening journey.
I’ve learned a great deal about my students, my methodologies, but most of all, myself. I
wanted to discover the ways in which students create meaning in their learning
experiences with reading. I know that every child has prior knowledge, a memory,
thought, or emotion that they encounter as they read. I wanted to know how, when, and
why they draw upon these experiences and make the text real for them. Therefore, I
strived to discover whatever I could about how students make sense of what they read.
I knew that as a teacher, I was always willing to attack areas that would help
improve my pedagogy and instructional activities. This research, in turn, has helped me
and my students even more. I researched their academic development and progress in
reading because I was interested in how they process stories and if relating themselves to
stories helps them. It crossed my mind that many students probably read without
stopping to consider whether the text makes sense. So I made it my goal to spend plenty
of time modeling how to make meaningful connections to the stories they read so their
understanding improves.
However, I noticed some changes throughout my research process. I didn’t think
it was relevant to my research topic whether the students made connections to books of
interest or school-related books. I included these in my observations chart and created
codes for them. I initially thought that if the books were self-selected or chosen for the
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students, it would affect how they made connections. However, I decided not to consider
this as a factor in my research. I figured that students were going to make connections,
regardless of what type of book it was. They would be able to draw upon past
experiences, and it didn’t matter if it was a book read in school or a book read at home. It
was more important for me to focus on the students’ connections that helped them create
meaning.
I was also faced with another difficulty when the students made connections and
the kind of connections they made. There were students who always jumped at the
chance to share a past experience or tell a story. There were some students who would
much prefer not to share. This made me wonder, “Does this mean that they didn’t
understand the strategy or they just didn’t have any connections at all?” It would have
been interesting to track the reasons for why students didn’t make connections to the text.
There were also some students who drew upon an experience that wasn’t relevant at the
time. This led me to think of other questions that include: “What differentiates a deep
connection from a superficial one?” or “Does the type of connection the student makes
determine how well they understand the story?”
It would be important for me, as an educator, to welcome all types of connections
that students make. For my future practices in teaching this strategy, I will need to model
and differentiate between connections that are relevant and those that are off topic. I will
explain to the students that all connections are encouraged, but to think about how it is
important to the story and if it helps them understand better. However, I feel if the
students are relating themselves to the story in some way, whether it’s of great
importance or even slightly appropriate, it should be encouraged. For me, this means
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they’re thinking more deeply about what they are reading, thus making reading a more
active and meaningful process for them.
I’ve always believed that it is important to teach students how to connect to the
text so they are better able to understand what they are reading. I think that it is just as
important for everyone to learn how make connections. Because of this research, I’ve
become more aware of when people around me make connections, not just my students.
I’ve reached this state of being able to identify when people make connections. During a
conversation I had with a colleague, I realized that she made a connection to the story I
told her about my weekend. Although it wasn’t provoked from reading a book, it was
still a personal connection. I’ve realized that everyone makes connections, everywhere,
and at any time. If it weren’t for this research, I would be oblivious to it. But, because of
this research, I am able to see this strategy in a whole new light for my students, and for
myself. For my future teaching practices, it would be beneficial for me to explain to the
students that they’re not the only ones who make connections, adults do as well. I would
also explain that this is a skill that is life-long and will stay with them throughout their
school and personal life.
Action research was new to me when I first started the ECEL program. I didn’t
know what it meant to be a teacher-researcher. I didn’t realize how teachers could be
anything else besides teachers. I always saw teachers as individuals who administer
knowledge to students, offering them the best education possible. Being a researcher
allows you to play different roles, roles that you would never think possible. The
teacher-researcher becomes an inquirer, a designer, an investigator, a conductor, a
collaborator, and more importantly, a leader. Taking on these roles was a challenge for
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me. I didn’t really see myself as someone who could be a participant in challenging ideas
in my own practice in order to improve curriculum, teaching, and learning. However,
with the help and support from my professors and colleagues at Montclair, I was able feel
more comfortable with this role. I think that it is important for teachers to inquire about
and understand their own practice, because it ultimately influences their students’
learning experiences.
Through my research, I discovered that making connections seems to impact
reading comprehension for my students. They demonstrated an increased understanding
of the text, as their reading comprehension test score averages improved. They expressed
a genuine interest in applying the strategy both at school and at home as indicated by the
interviews. They also revealed that they enjoyed making connections to share their life
experiences with others. As a result of implementing this strategy, I can tell that the
students are able to independently connect their prior knowledge to new texts. They feel
proud of themselves when sharing particular events in their life or the feelings they
encounter while reading stories. Therefore, I should continue to encourage the use of this
strategy to further build upon their understanding of the stories they read.
My Future in Action Research
In teaching this strategy, I’ve allowed my students to access their prior knowledge
and experiences throughout this research. My students were able to do make highly
personal connections between a story and their own life. They were also able to gain
insight as they related the text to another familiar text. Making connections allowed my
students to have a clear picture in their head, which enabled them to be more active and
engaged learners. It set a purpose for reading and let my students become more focused
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on the stories we read. Activating prior knowledge before, during, and after reading is a
major factor in students being able to comprehend what they read.
I want my students to utilize this strategy on an ongoing basis so that I am able to
give them the opportunity to link their home life with their school life. I will continue to
encourage the students to make connections as they read stories, both at school and at
home. I will continue to explain to the children that this strategy will help them develop
into better readers and learners. I will also continue to implement a variety of ways in
order for students to express themselves openly and share their experiences in the
classroom. I will encourage them to share their connections throughout the school day
during discussions and activities. One idea could be to set up an area in the classroom
where they can write or draw their connections and post them so others can read. It
would also be beneficial for them to note how their connections help them understand the
story. The students will be able to get a sense of community and be more open about
their personal lives once they see others’ responses. It will be important for me to
challenge my students to identify and analyze how their connections are contributing to
their comprehension of the text they read.
I am also interested in future research that will look with greater depth at how
reading comprehension can be directly influenced by the application of the metacognitive
strategy, Making Connections. I would like to create a related study to explicitly teach
my strategy and other metacognitive strategies. For this research, I would refine my
strategy, teach it, and model it for my students within a specific time frame. I would
observe and record their responses during reading and discussions. Pre-tests, post-tests,
and weekly tests would need to be administered in order to support my findings. It would
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be interesting to discover if there is a direct correlation between making connections and
improved reading comprehension using comparison groups.
Furthermore, teaching is not only about administering knowledge and having
students retain that knowledge. It is about developing well-rounded individuals and
using their experiences to foster meaningful learning experiences. It is also about
allowing them the opportunity to make the skills they learn real to them. As they shared
their experiences and related them to the stories they read, it not only allowed them to
become better readers, but they also became better individuals.
I hope that my students know that when they draw upon their experiences and
make them relevant to the stories they read, learning becomes rich and rewarding. It has
also been a rewarding experience for me to have been on this journey. I would like to
think that through my passion and my research, I made a difference in my students’ lives.
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Appendix A: Observation Chart
O B S E R V A T IO N C H A R T
T itle o f s t o r y : _________________________________

D a t e _________________________

T im e

C od es:
BC
PC
C E -

- B o o k c o n n ectio n
- P erso n al co n n ectio n
C h a racter
E v en t

B O I - B o o k o f in terest
S R B - S chool-related b o o k
N F - N o n -fic tio n
F - F i c ti o n
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I - Indep en d en t
P - P ro m p ted

Appendix B: Student Feedback

Activity: "Deserts”
1. Did you like the activity?
Circle: Yes or
No
2. Was it easy or hard?
Circle: Easy or Hard
3. Did you make a connection to the activity?
Circle: Yes or
No
4. If yes, was it a personal or book
connection?
Circle: Personal
or Book
5. Did you write down, share, draw a picture
of your connection, or did nothing?
Circle: Write Share
Draw Did nothing
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Appendix C: Student Interview Protocol
Name_______________________
Date_______
STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
1. What is making connections?

2. Do you make connections when you read? YES or NO
If so, do you make connections: all the time
sometimes
3. Why do you make connections?

4. Is making connections easy or hard for you? EASY or HARD
Why?

5. Do you like sharing your connections by writing them, sharing them out loud, or
drawing a picture?
Why?

6. Do you think it’s important to make connections? YES or NO
Why?

7. What kind of stories do you like to read? Why?

8. Do you like to make personal connections, book connections, or both? Why?

9. Where do you like to make connections, at school, at home, or both? Why?

10. Do you think making connections to stories helps you understand the story better?
YES or NO
Why?
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Appendix E: Student Feedback (Revised)

Activity: “Deserts”
Circle your answer.

1. Did you like the story?

Yes

No

2. Was it easy or hard?

Easy

Hard

3. Did you make a connection to the story? Yes

No

4. Was it a personal or a book connection?
Personal

Book

Write your connection down:

And you m ay draw a picture:
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Majority of students enjoyed the stories when Making Connections was applied
Most of the students thought the stories were easy
The students made more connections to stories that were easy to read and relative to their own lives and experiences
Students made more personal connections than book connections
C
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Student Feedback Table 1

Student Feedback Table 2:
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Student Feedback Table 3

Student Feedback Table 4:
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Was it a personal or booik conrilection?
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Student Feedback Table 5:

Did y q j write it down, djaw a picture, or do
nothing?

I_

■ Drew a picture
■ Did Nothing
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Title of Story
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Appendix G: Student Interview Protocol Summary
Student Interview Protocol Summary
1. What is making connections?
Responses
When you connect yourself to the story or when you connect the
story to yourself
You can make personal connections and book connections
To share stories
When the story reminds you of something that happened to you
Other

# of Students
13
7
1
2
2

2. Do you make connections when you read?
YES
24

NO
1

ALL THE
TIME
8

SOMETIMES
16

Why do you make connections?
Responses
Because it’s fun to do
It helps remind me of my life
I like the story, and it happened to me
I like to share what I know and what happened to me
It helps me learn better
Other

# of Students
8
5
3
3
4
2

3. Do you like to make connections?
YES
25

NO
0

Why?
Responses
Because it is fun
To share with classmates and hear others
It helps me learn and understand the story
You tell your own experiences from the past
Other
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# of Students
11
4
3
3
4

4. Is making connections easy or hard for you?
EASY
21

HARD
4

Why?
Responses
It’s easy to think about what happened to your life
You have to remember what you did
I can’t think of anything
Other

# of Students
12
5
3
5

5. Do you like sharing your connections by writing them, sharing them out
loud, or drawing a picture?
WRITING
3

SHARING
12

DRAWING
10

Why?
Responses
Enjoy writing
Enjoy sharing aloud and having others hear their connections
Enjoy drawing pictures and being creative
It’s easier for me
Other

# o f Students
0
9
10
4
2

6. Do you think it’s important to make connections?
YES
24

NO
1

Why?
Responses
Helps you to learn more about the stories
You can share what’s on your mind
It helps to remember what I did in my life
Others can hear your connections
It makes me think
Other
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# of Students
9
3
3
6
3
1

7. What kind of stories do you like to read?
Responses
Arthur books
Dr. Seuss books
Chapter books
Disney books
Weather books
Classic Picture books
Career books
Funny books
T.V. Show books

# of Students
2
8
2
2
1
1
5
2
2

Why?
Responses
It helps me learn
Because it is funny
I like it
Other or N/A

# of Students
8
7
9
1

8. Do you like to make personal connections, book connections, or both?
PERSONAL
3

BOOK
5

BOTH
17

Why?
Responses
You get to share it with your friends and family
Because it’s fun
Because it’s easy
I like it
Other

# of Students
7
4
2
9
3

9. Where do you like to make connections? At school, home, or both?
SCHOOL
13

HOME
1

BOTH
11

Why?
Responses
Connect school and home
I like to make connections there
Share with friends and family

# of Students
4
3
14
55

Other

4

10. Do you think making connections to stories help you?
YES
25

NO
0

Why?
Responses
It helps me understand the story better
I can learn more
It helps me remember
Because it is fun
It helps me think
Other
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# o f Students
12
5
2
1
4
1

Appendix H: Reading Comprehension Test Averages
Table 1: Reading Comprehension Test Averages

Reading Comprehension Test Averages

Week of Testing
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